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THE NATIONAL DEMOCRATIC PARTY (NPD) IN WESTERN GERMANY:

ITS BACKGROUND AND PRESENT STATUS

Introduction: The Antiliberal Tradition

The ideological appeal of radical right-wing nationalism has been

very strong in German history. Its roots lie deep in the nineteenth

century German experience. That experience is the story of the play-off

between authoritarian Prussian forces and liberal-democratic groups in

the struggle for political control. 1_/ In the early years of the

nineteenth century, Germany fell under the heavy boots of Napoleon's

conquering armies. To the young German patriots, liberalism was

nationalism's tool. Only by profoundly changing the authoritarian

dynasties of the German states through instituting liberal-democratic

reforms could the states hopes to unite against the common enemy. Thus

political liberalism became associated with German national aspirations,

and nationalism and liberalism were joined in the cause of German unification.

With the departure of the French, authoritarian Prussian rule was re-

established, the marriage of nationalism and liberalism dissolved, and

the two forces brought into opposition with one another.

Another significant change appeared in German society about the

same time. A new industrial middle class was flourishing, the result

1 / Liberalism in this context means concepts of constitutional
democracy. It often included support of a laissez-faire market
economy within its democratic framework.
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of rapid industrialization, an enterprising laissez-faire economy, and

urbanization. As it grew, the traditional power elites -- the

propertied rich and the nobility -- loomed threateningly on the horizon.

Confronted with such awesome opposition, the new bourgeoisie soon

recognized the potential use of democratic liberalism as a tool for

increasing their share of political and economic power. They conse-

quently aligned themselves with the forces of liberalism, waiting for

the right moment to assert themselves. That moment came in 1848 with

the chance to create national unity on the basis of liberal-democratic

constitutionalism. However, the Revolution of 1848 failed. The

combined forces of Prussian authoritarianism, militarism, and the

propertied rich proved the stronger.

The quest for German unification continued after 1848, but

questions of political liberty and democratic reform became less

significant as the middle class accepted a compromise with the ruling

classes: economic freedom and protection in exchange for the power to

rule by authoritarian means. In short, the liberal bourgeoisie

surrendered its politically creative role. By the last third of the

nineteenth century, nationalism meant only unification. It was no longer

associated with liberal reform.

The young patriots' dream of a united Germany was also shared by

the artists and intellectuals for whom Germany represented a common

cultural heritage. Concomitant with the unification struggle was a

Romantic Movement in literature, art, music, and philosophy. It was

intensely creative and productive, responsible for the great works of
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Goethe and Wagner, Nietzsche and Brahms. Romanticism as a style of

art and literature was characterized by its freedom of treatment, its

subordination of form to matter, its emphasis on feeling and imagination,

and its glorification of the Volk - the people. The young patriots of

the period drank deeply from the Romantic spring. In violent reaction

to the rationalism of the eighteenth century and to the liberal-

democratic west, the new Romantic nationalists pursued freedom - but

freedom from foreign elements. Through their puristic concept of the

German past, they glorified the Medieval Reich. The common Volk were

venerated as the bearers of the pure German national tradition. This

veneration did not imply self-government. In fact, democracy and

liberalism played very little part in the Romantic populism of the

nineteenth century.

By the last third of the nineteenth century, there were clearly

several forces active in Germany: nationalism, strongly shaped by

Romantic "volkism"; and conservative authoritarianism, the victor in

the struggle with liberal democracy. When in 1871 Otto von Bismarck

unified Germany it was by means of "blood and iron" at the expense of

liberalism. His monumental achievement was based upon a political

domestic compromise between the traditional political elites and the

new industrial middle class. Nationalism after 1871 was redirected

in the form of an aggressive, imperialistic foreign policy.

The nineteenth century laid the ideological foundation for twentieth

century extremist movements and National Socialism. After Bismarck one
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can see the rise of right-wing extremism in Germany. The Bismarckian

creation had been essentially an alliance between the Prussian

nobility, the army, officialdom, the Protestant clergy, parts of the

peasantry, and the middle class on the one hand, and the agrarian

elements and workers on the other. Any bourgeois political influence

had to be indirectly asserted by those members who had managed to

permeate the ruling elites, in particular, the military and the

diplomatic corps. The controlling hand of Bismarck had been sufficient

to provide the ruling conservatives with the security and protection

from potentially liberal movements which they desired. Once Bismarck

was gone, the conservatives became subject to fears of liberal gains, and

the alliance of nobility, military, bureaucracy, and middle class

splintered as the various groups disagreed among themselves on the

proper course for Germany. A result was the radicalization of the

extreme Right. From the dissension arose the traditional conservatives

on one side, the radical conservatives on the other. Once again,

nationalistic concerns were infused in the argument. Though both

groups opposed reason, individualism, and progress in the Western

sense, they could not agree on Germany's future course. While the

traditional conservatives were committed to the Prussian-conservative

structure, the radicals, disillusioned with the governing capabilities

and distrustful of the intentions of the old nobility, directed their

aggressive thrust against the upper classes. Accusing the elites of

sacrificing the unity of the German whole to self-interest, the radical
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nationalists condemned Kaiser Wilhelm's Second Reich as a sham to be replaced

by a greater Third Reich in which the German Volk and Kultur could find

ultimate self-realization. The radical conservatives fostered the

German Movement, at the core of which lay the idealistic concept of

the Volk found in nineteenth century Romanticism. Violently anti-

foreign, it was also anti-Semitic. From the main stream of radical

nationalism there flowed a tributary Youth Movement, wholly committed

to the ideals of their Romantic mentors and deeply alienated from

their fathers' conservatism, which they decried as dull, bureau-

cratized, depersonalized, and materialistic. It was strongly nationalistic

and irrationalist in nature. These developments spanned the period from

1890 to the outbreak of World War I.

In 1914, the disquieted German nation rallied temporarily under

the banner of nationalism. The latent hostility toward the West and

things non-German was manifested in the mission of the German Volk and

state against the West. These war years were significant to the

development of National Socialism (Nazism). As the young patriots

joined the soldiers in the trenches, and the disparate political

elements tried mobilizing the German economy, a Volksgemeinschaft,

or fellowship of the people, was experienced. Once again the element

of Volkism played a role.. In addition, Germany succeeded in mobilizing

her economy in the national interest, partially through state planning.
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Production for profits became production for national requirements.

These concepts were later to become part of the Nazi ideology.

After the War, disunity returned. The traditional conservatives

lost much of their prestige. On the basis of the Versailles settlement

and in the wake of the destruction of the old order, the opportunity

presented itself to experiment with democratic reform. The Weimar

Republic was the first fling with democratic constitutionalism in

German history. It turned out to be only a flirtation. To begin with,

the post-war elections failed to produce sufficiently large majorities

for any single party. No single Party or group of ideologues had

offered a sufficiently attractive replacement to the old order. Weimar

was thus constructed on a coalition of mutually antagonistic forces --

socialist and non-socialists, workers and middle class.

The instability of the compromise was compounded by threatening

external forces. The middle class quivered before the rising tide of

Communism, recently come to power in the Soviet Union. Portions of it

consequently joined the right-wing opposition whose members opposed even

the most moderate forms of constitutionalism. The political scene

polarized rapidly. Radical conservatives clashed persistently with

the revolutionary Left. Disillusioned young nationalists recently

returned from war found themselves alienated from bourgeois-conservative

Germany. All shared a deep resentment of the Versailles Treaty. In

the midst of this strife, the German Right increased its strength.

Military, semi-insurgent volunteer groups and revolutionary armies --

derivatives of the prewar Youth Movement and the front-line trench
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groups -- emerged to fight Communist insurrections and border attacks.

The depression of 1929 proved to be especially disastrous in

Germany. It further weakened the German socio-political fabric, and

brought with it the makings of a constitutional and political crisis.

The upper and middle classes denounced moderate progressive forces as

"communistic." Desiring to preserve the existing system of propertied

authoritarianism, they allied with the military and the bureaucracy.

The elections of 1930 showed increasing radicalization of the populace.

By 1932, the following situation existed: on the right were the

National Socialists (Nazis) led by Adolf Hitler, on the left, the

Communists, and in the middle -- on the defensive -- were the

conservative nationalists, timidly supported by the Social Democrats

and other republican elements. In this atmosphere of confrontation,

the authorities openly supported Hitler's party. The radical con-

servatives, through their hatred of things liberal and Western and

their campaign of racist nationalism, helped prepare the bourgeoisie

for Hitler's ascendancy.

Hitler came to power in 1933 on a wave of mass support. The German

Right was caught up in the general enthusiasm, but soon found itself

again divided. After the initial victory, Hitler set about

systematically to achieve complete political uniformity (Gleichschaltung)

by eliminating all opposition including the ultraconservatives.

Those remaining either joined him, emigrated, or just acquiesced.
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National Socialism was essentially a popular mass movement supporting

a totalitarian, fascist-style dictatorship which rejected all concepts

of individualism in favor of the will of the state. It sought to

create a "pure German race" and to dominate the world militarily,

economically, and culturally.

National Socialism can be explained basically by the persistence

of a strong antiliberal tradition. The elements of Nazi ideology --

authoritarianism, racism, nationalism, imperialism, irrationalism --

have their roots in the century and a half preceding the rise of Nazism.

The democratic structure of Weimar was frail, strengthening the potential

for political instability. The prevailing social attitude was

sufficiently suffused with authoritarian elements to respond to an

extremist movement led by a small group of right-wing fanatics. The

potentially dangerous trends in pre-Nazi German society were thus

carried to a nihilistic extreme, expressed in the policies of terror

and murder. These served the unconscious end of Nazism: degradation

and dehumanization of the human being.

In historical perspective, it is conceivable that Nazism succeeded

in effectively neutralizing the authoritarian, militaristic, and anti-

liberal tradition in German history, by demonstrating the extreme to

which such rightist tendencies can lead, once critical rationalism,

moral restraints, and democratic government are sufficiently destroyed.

In the quarter of a century since World War II, a liberal-democratic

constitutional political structure has governed Germany. It appears

that democratic institutions may have finally taken firm root in
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German society. However, at this point in history it is, of course, too

soon to make a definitive assessment.

In view of German historical tendencies, the post-war right-wing

activity in Germany and the presence of an extremist reactionary

party (the NPD) cannot help but raise questions, despite the apparent

stability of the democratic government. The question often asked is:

does this activity simply reflect the ineffectual frustrations of

scattered fragments of traditional elements in German society, or, is

the Nationaldemokratische Partei Deutschlands (National Democratic Party

of Germany) a significant continuation of a potentially dangerous

antiliberal tradition?
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I. Right-Wing Nationalism Since 1945

The first stirrings of nationalist feeling immediately after the war

were more manifestations of deep anti-Western resentment and German

nationalism than renascent Nazism. As early as 1946 the Deutsche

Partei was founded. One of the largest German conservative organizations,

it drew its support largely from the peasants, and the Mittelstand,

that segment of German society composed of small businessmen and

artisans traditionally opposed to big business and big labor. Unable

to decide whether to emphasize conservatism or nationalism, the DP

opted in 1955 for the conservative line. It lost strength in 1960

when five of its parliamentary representatives switched to the Christian

Democratic Union. The result was its merger in 1961 with the

Gesamtdeutsches Block, a largely refugee party, subsequently creating

a new political constellation of both national and conservative elements,

the Gesamtdeutsche Partei (GDP -- All German Party).

Another small party was formed in 1946 - the Deutsche Rechtspartei

(German Right Party). Unquestionably a rightist party, it paid only

verbal court to democracy while offering contacts for right-wing

elements under a conservative guise. The Supreme Court in Karlsruhe

in 1952 declared it the first effort of post-war right-wing reorganization.

With trained Nazis as propagandists, the DRP wielded the slogan

"national opposition", a tactic effective in 1933, under a conservative-

national banner. Able to win a few seats in North German elections,

the DRP entered the Bundestag in 1949. Just after the founding of
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the Federal Republic in that same year, a militant neo-Nazi party, the

Socialist Reichs Party, was founded. Among its founders were leading

DRP members and former Nazi functionaries including the former

General Otto Ernst Remer, a figure instrumental in thwarting the anti-

Hitler assassination attempt in 1944.

Numerous smaller groups also reflected the neo-Nazi revival, made

more attractive by socio-economic troubles. Efforts were made to

infiltrate democratic parties, like the Free Democrats. The Right

consisted of many different groups representing numerous variations

on similar themes. As the occupation's termination drew nearer, pre-

war traditions of nationalism became more respectable.

The first renaissance of neo-Nazism was a continuation of traditional

extremism. It was not, however, very strong. Following a brief period

of intense activity during 1950-1951, the movement reached its peak

when the SRP polled eleven percent of the vote in Lower Saxony, a

pre-war region of Nazi strength. Gains were also reported in Bremen

and Schleswig-Holstein. During this period, the membership reached

an approximate 20,000. By 1952, the obviously Nazi tactics and procedures

of the party brought its constitutionality into question. 1 / Its

1 / The German Basic Law (constitution) states in Article 9, Section 2,
that "associations, the objects or activities of which...are directed
against the constitutional order...are prohibited." The Basic Law
of the Federal Republic of Germany, German Information Center,
New York, 1961, p. 7.
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authoritarian structure and glorification of the Third Reich produced a

Constitutional Court verdict of unconstitutionality despite SRP

declarations to the contrary.

Little significant activity appeared on the Right in the next years

with the political and economic stabilization of the Federal Republic.

During this period the new German Reichs Party (abbreviated D.R.P.) sought

to keep rightist radicalism breathing through the circulation of

numerous books and articles. For the next twelve years, journalistic

activity failed to produce on any occasion more than one percent of

the vote. When the GDP effort failed to take root, leaders of the

DRP and other conservative nationalists founded a nationwide

organization -- the Nationaldemokratische Partei Deutschlands. That

was in Hanover (currently the location of the central office) on the

28th of November 1964.
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II. The National Democratic Party of Germany (NPD)

A. Leadershi Constituency' and Philosophy

The NPD was originally organized by a core of former DRP

(Reichs Party) members whose aim was to establish a national organization

of right-wing elements in preparation for the Federal elections of

1965. The outcome was an alliance between national conservatives and

extremist forces, backed by the majority of those in the neo-Nazi

publishing business. Many of the founders of the NPD had records as

Nazi propagandists. It is estimated that two-thirds were involved in

such activity.

The first chairman was a nationalist and former member of the

Christian Democratic Party (in 1958). Chairman Fritz Thielen 1_/

presented a national conservative position behind which operated

more experienced activists -- Otto Hess, Emil Meier-Dorn, Waldemar

Schuetz. Also active in. the party was vice-chairman Adolf von Thadden,

one of the stars on the extremist horizon (though never a member of the

Nazi party). By the end of 1966, the NPD was governed by a coalition

of neo-Nazis and national conservatives chiefly from the Free Democratic

Party (FDP) and the DP. The neo-Nazis held key party positions and

controlled the finances. In the spring of 1967, after the strength of the

1/ Thielen is a cement manufacturer and former boss of the Bremen
Deutsche Partei.
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extremist wing became more apparent, Thielen was defeated by von Thadden

in his own efforts to oust the latter. Von Thadden continues to head

the NPD.

The supporters of the NPD are a cross-section of German society

with some exceptions. Most fall between the ages of thirty and sixty,

especially between forty-five and sixty. Seventy percent of

the NPD are male, and sixty percent are-Protestant. NPD members are

better educated than the average German. Much of the appeal is to

lower-middle class segments of the population, self-supporting farmers,

artisans, and small businessmen, who feel threatened by big business

and big labor. It is estimated these groups provide twenty-seven to

thirty percent of the NPD support. 1_/ Clerks and white collar

workers, independent small businessmen, and professional people are

more frequent in the NPD than in Germany at large. There are fewer

agricultural and factory workers in the NPD than in the rest of the

nation. Refugees tend to lean slightly more to the NPD than does the

population at large. 2 /

The membership itself is significantly smaller than the number of

supporters. Official NPD estimates are 43,127 3_/ members, one-third

1 / Herbert Kremp, Consequences of right-wing election successes, Die
Welt, July 12, 1969.

2 / Stuart Drummond, West Germany: Land elections, the NPD, and the
Grand Coalition, The World Today, September 1967, p. 392.

3 / This figure varies. The Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung of March 27,
1969, estimated 42,000 membership cards have been issued, only
27,000 being paid members. There is also an Organization of
Friends of the NPD whose members can be counted among the strong
supporters of the Party.
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of whom are under thirty. Both leadership and membership are con-

siderably more extremist than the general following.

The NPD pitch is based on old nationalistic, puristic and biological

ideas which still play a visible role, albeit small, in German society.

Its "political philosophy" stems from a view of the relationship between

the German Volk and the State. Dr. Ernst Anrich, the individual most

similar to a party ideologue on conservative doctrine, presents the

state as an organism inherent in and emerging from the Volk as its

natural expression and as the vehicle for its political desires. The

official NPD publication, Deutsche Nachrichten (German News), reflects

these ideological tenets in its less restrained expressions of anti-

semitism, racist nationalism and zenophobia. 1 /

The Party itself presents to the public a synthesis of conservatism

and intense nationalism, most often expressed by its strong opposition

to communism. Actual attacks on democracy and Jews are avoided. Any

member guilty of such statements is expelled instantly. The NPD has

never rejected the constitutional structure of government as set down in

the Basic Law. To do so would be counterproductive for it would bring

the Party into conflict with the constitution, endangering the Party's

1 / The NPD has also published a manifesto entitled, Politik in unserer
Zeit: das Manifest der NPD mit Erlaeuterungen (Politics in our
times: a manifesto of the NPD with explanations).
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right to exist. Nor has it called for a re-establishment of the Third

Reich. It proposes instead to revise the executive branch of government

by strengthening the Presidential role. More forceful government activity

is also recommended. Many of the NPD's ideas involve a change of policy

rather than a change of constitution. In this way it differs from many

of the other post-war rightist parties. It has chosen, at least for

the present, to work within the system.

B. Present Domestic and Foreign Policy Positions

In discussing domestic and foreign policy positions of the

NPD it is nearly impossible to mention one without discussing the other.

NPD foreign policy beliefs are reinforced by domestic policy consider-

ations. In the view of the NPD, the basis of any sound German economy

is an extensive and prosperous peasantry and Mittelstand, they being

the proponents of individuality and independence. The end of small,

private enterprise would be the first step toward a kind of industrial

collectivization and ultimate national indebtedness, for once the

state has assumed responsibility for industry it must through welfare

also look after those groups rendered economically dispossessed by it.

Based on these considerations is the NPD attack on the Kiesinger

government's economic policy, which it contends weakens the Mittelstand

by pursuing policies favoring industrial and commercial concentration.

The NPD favors instead protectionist policies to guard the peasantry
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and Mittelstand against business and industrial expansion. It advocates

regulation of market practices to curtail unfair competition by big

industry, and tariff protection. It also strongly opposes foreign

economic interests, such as the Common Market, which it believes weakens

the German peasantry's competitive position.

The NPD argues that the German economy is in a potentially dangerous

position because of inflation and financial overcommitment. It

advocates currency stability and stricter control of domestic market

prices to control inflation. It would also curb spending on war

reparations, foreign aid, and the "useless German military establishment."

The NPD deeply resents German dependence on foreign markets and

sources of supply. It subsequently opposes any trade agreements with

the East, contending they force Germany to import at lower prices goods

which she can produce easily at home thereby weakening the domestic

market.

The other side of the coin of NPD economic policies are hopes for

an independent, reunified Germany. Here NPD conservatism strongly

reinforces its nationalism. It envisions for Germany her rightful place

as an industrial leader and a Kulturstaat. Forces which would constrain

Germany in her pursuit of this aim are forces which should be opposed.

A divided Germany is of course, in the NPD view, inimical to this goal.
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Bonn's internationalist course in the NPD eye has prevented the government

from contending with pressing internal problems, thereby eroding the

German national purpose and sense of unity. Foreign interests, embodied

in NATO and the Common Market, are conspiring to relegate Germany to

an inferior position in Europe. What is more, Germany is the "victim

of two archvillains", Western liberal democracy and international

communism, or, the United States and the Soviet Union, who would rather

have a divided than unified German state. These beliefs account for

much of the anti-Americanism and anti-Communism of NPD policy.

Another objection of the NPD to Western democracy is the latter's un-

German cosmopolitanism. It is capable of supporting a number of

varied ideas, including Marxism, which are devoid of meaning for

Germany and not advantageous to the pursuit of her interests. This

is the crux of NPD anti-Americanism. 1_/ It strongly deplores the

post-war allied re-education program for its permissiveness in allowing

writers like Kafka, Brecht, Grass, and historians like Golo Mann and

Eugen Kogon to flourish. To the NPD, these intellectuals brought

"ambivalence, alienation...and denial of all standards of values", 2 /

preventing the reconstruction of an acceptable national ethical code

after the demise of National Socialism.

1 / There is some belief among the NPD leadership that their views would
find sympathy among the American Right.

2 / Paula Fichtner, Protest on the right: the NPD in recent German
politics, Orbis, v. XII, Spring 1968, p. 194.
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The United States and her allies are convenient scapegoats for

numerous other grievances the NPD has with German society. The public

news media, for example, are attacked as biased and leftist dominated.

National Democrats blame the orientation of the press on its origins,

(licensed by the allies). Any left-wing or liberal expressions of

sentiment (for example, by the British Broadcasting Company) are

condemned as communist. 1_/ Even progressive moments in art are

negatively attributed to the allied re-education program.

The American domestic situation has also drawn strong criticisms

from the NPD, which views American racial and social problems, and the

Vietnamese War, as examples of America's (i.e., as Democracy's) incom-

petence in handling her own affairs. Pains are taken to minimize the

differences between communism and democracy, and to find evidence of

collusion between them detrimental to European interests.

Out of fear of being sucked into foreign involvements by the

United States, and into war with the Soviet Union, the NPD advocates a

foreign policy of neutrality. For example, during the 1967 Arab-

Israeli confrontation, the NPD attacked Kiesinger for sending supplies

to Israel, whose U.S. ties it regards suspiciously. De Gaulle was

admired as a symbol of European independence from East and West. He

1 / Fichtner, op. cit.
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inspired their militarism by withdrawing from NATO, which the NPD contends

could not adequately defend Germany. But a policy of neutrality would be

useless without a defense force commanded by an independent German

staff willing to cooperate with other European forces. This the NPD

favors. The present ineffective Bundeswehr must first be renovated.

It suffers, in the NPD assessment, from an inordinate amount of civilian

administration, lack of discipline, and an indifference to national

achievement. It is out of these considerations that the NPD bitterly

opposes the foreign.policy of Social Democrat Willy Brandt. Were a

stronger SPD to emerge, the belief is it would undoubtedly betray

Germany by pursuing a policy conciliatory to the East and advantageous

to the Soviet Union.

C. Party Performance Since 1964

1. Election Showings

The National Democratic Party of Germany was organized

in 1964 in anticipation of parliamentary gains for the extreme Right in

the 1965 Federal election. These expectations were not met when on

September 19, 1965, the NPD culled only 664,187 out of a total of 32,620,437

votes, or two percent. 1 / Federal elections are held only once in four

1 / World Strength of the Communist Party Organizations, 21st Annual
Report, 1969 edition, p. 23. To be seated in the Bundestag, a
party must win a minimum five percent of the vote, which brings

twenty-five seats. For-each additional percent another five
seats are added.
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years, but the results of Land (state) elections provide interim indications

of NPD strength. In these elections, representatives are chosen to fill

the state parliaments. 1 /

The first Land 2/ elections to be held after 1965 were in Bavaria

and Hesse in November 1966. In neither instance did the NPD manage

more than eight percent of the vote. In Bavaria, the Party won

fifteen out of a total 204 Landtag seats after winning 7.4 percent at

the polls. The showing in Hesse was slightly more favorable: 7.9

percent, a figure producing eight seats out of a total of 96. 3_/

1 / One observer of the German scene has aptly summarized the sig-

nificance of these elections: "Land elections play a significant

part in the German political process. The governments chosen

as a result of these elections have considerable powers: they

control the police and run the broadcasting services, decide

policy over the whole field of education, are responsible for

relations with the churches, and can have considerable impact

on industrial development....To lose or gain control of one of

the Laender is a matter of major concern, the more so if it is

one of the larger ones....To a party in opposition, the

opportunity to form a government in one of the Laender is an

opportunity to show that it can govern and to give its leading

figures experience of administration. For smaller parties it

may well be that their only chance of winning representation

lies in winning seats in one or two of the Laender parliaments....

The parties take these elections seriously,..the electorate

equally takes them seriously, and turnout is high." (Drummond,

op. cit., p. 385).

2 / There are eleven independent but not autonomous states which

comprise the Federal Republic of Germany. Each Land (Laender

being the plural), as the state is called, has its own parliament,

cabinet, and Minister-President. The eleven Laender are North

Rhine-Westphalia, Bavaria, Baden-Wuerttemberg, Lower Saxony,

Hesse, Rhineland-Palatinate, Schleswig-Holstein, Berlin (West),

Hamburg, Saarland, and Bremen.

3 / The Europa Year Book, 1969, vol. 1, Europa Publications Limited,
London.
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Thae gains can be largely explained in terms of growing discontent.

The autumn, 1966, was a period of intense discomfort for Germany.

Foreign policy issues over NATO and the Common Market were unsettled,

demands for new offset agreements were in the air, local authorities

were suffering financial difficulties, and national economic problems

were accumulating. At this point, opinion polls indicated fifteen

percent of the population were in agreement with NPD criticisms.

Four more Land elections were held in 1967. In assessing the

NPD vote of that year allowances must be made for the fairly serious

economic recession. Elections were held in Schleswig-Holstein and

the Rhineland-Palatinate in April. Four seats (5.8 percent) were won

in the former, and four in the latter (6.9 percent). These were

followed in June and October with elections in Lower Saxony and

Bremen. The results were ten seats for Lower Saxony (seven percent)

and eight seats (8.8 percent) for Bremen. The only Land elections to

be held since were in Baden-Wuerttemberg in April 1968. A slightly

larger vote of 9.8 percent brought the NPD twelve out of a possible

sixty seats. The NPD mainspring for this election was local discontent

with Bonn's agricultural policy. It thus reflects a protest vote

against C.D.U. policies. Furthermore, an increase of 2.8 percent in

the total number voting added 150,000-plus new votes to the NPD figure. 1 /

1 / D.C. Watt, The Baden-Wuerttemberg Elections, The World Today,
Spring 1968, pp. 222-225.
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In none of these elections were the NPD successes very significant. It

must be remembered that Lower Saxony and Bavaria are centers where

conservative sentiment is concentrated. Furthermore, Hanover, the

capital of Lower Saxony, is also the NPD headquarters.

These small successes in state elections qualified the NPD to

vote in elections for Federal President this Spring (1969) in Berlin.

Advance announcement was made that the twenty-two NPD votes would go

to CDU candidate, Defense Minister Gerhard Schroeder. Social

Democrat Gustav Heinemann won the election. On September 28, 1969,

the NPD participated in its second Bundestag election. Observers had

anticipated a five to six percent NPD vote; Von Thadden himself had

claimed between eight and twelve percent. The actual result, 4.3 percent,

fell short of the five percent necessary to seat the National Democrats

in the Bundestag.

2. The Election Campaign: Action and Reaction

The NPD had worked hard to win five percent in

the September 28 election. The Party platform, unanimously endorsed

in Stuttgart on May 11, 1969, called for a federal police force, press

control, drafting women, amnesty for all accused Nazi criminals, and

the "awakening of national consciousness among the Germans." 1 /

1 / The New York Times, July 31, 1969.
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The issue offering the most mileage was that of crime. The NPD had

taken a "law and order" stand as the "enemies of crime." Their

technique was to compare what they called the safe, morally healthy

ages of the past with the corrupt and unsafe present. Their

objectives were stronger legal measures and stiffer penal sentences.

The chief domain of NPD propaganda was the question of sex crimes.

These were conveyed to the public via a sensationalist press. 1 /

A second cavity of discontent the NPD had hoped to widen was the

uneasiness of youth over the inequities of the draft (evidenced among

other things by the increased number of applications for exemption).

By gaining a foothold in the armed forces, the NPD hoped to win

support for its strategy of power politics (both nationally and

internationally). 2_/ The ultimate aim of this policy was to develop

a defense force concept in which the Bundeswehr would be a partner

in an all-European Defense Community independent of United States policy.

The appeal in this endeavor was to commissioned and non-commissioned

officers. Estimates reckon present support for the NPD military

policy among Party members in the military at less than 1,000, a

1 / History shows the original premise of this position 
to be

fallacious: the past was neither morally healthy nor safe.

Statistics further refute it. Sex crimes in the Federal

Republic dropped between 1963-1967 by 9.4 percent. Further-

more, Germany ranked in 1964 second of the European countries

best able to solve crime (Sueddestsche Zeitung, July 18, 1969).

2 / Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung, March 27, 1969.
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very small number. I / Their appeal is most effective among officers

in the thirty-five year age bracket. In addition, ten percent of all

important local and regional party positions are filled with

commissioned and non-commissioned officers. It is estimated that

forty percent of these men fall in younger age groups. _2_/ Finally,

approximately twenty Bundeswehr members were running on the NPD slate

in the September 28 Bundestag elections. (This activity is permitted

so long as the candidate is not on duty).

Prior to this election, the extent of public opposition to the NPD

position had been unclear. Polls are inaccurate -- and tend to offer

conservative estimates -- because of public reluctance to admit

allegiance to the extreme Right. Opposition had been expressed on the

local political level. For example, the towns of Bayreuth, Bonn and

Stuttgart refused to rent convention halls to the Party. SPD

(Social Democratic Party) opposition, of course, was strong and at times

amounted to overreaction.

The reaction most important for the election was that of the

Christian Democratic Union. On the political spectrum it was the

major party in the best position to influence the NPD's right-wing

constituency. Observers of the German scene anticipated a conservative

1 / Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung, op. cit. At the request of the

Federal Press and Information Office, Professor Wildenmann of

Mannheim estimated that twenty to twenty-five percent of the

Bundeswehr were leaning toward the NPD.

Ibid.2/
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election trend. This could of course mean simply a large turnout

favorable to the CDU/CSU. The CDU had made recent efforts to

undermine NPD strength. By endorsing "responsible nationalism" it

hoped to pre-empt being outflanked on the right. 1_/ Chancellor

Kiesinger's recent statement that the NPD was not neo-Nazi had also

been interpreted as a campaign technique to draw votes to the CDU

from the NPD. His aim was to let the NPD following know they had a

respected voice in German politics and need not feel their only mode

of expression was a protest vote for the Right.

No questions were left hanging, however, about a possible

coalition of the CDU and the NPD. Christian Democratic parliamentary

floor leader Rainer Barzel ruled out that possibility in early

August 1969. 2_/

NPD election threats were so marginal as to produce a CDU

decision to avoid open -conflict with them. Confrontation would only have

provided an emotionally charged atmosphere, an effective weapon for the

NPD. On April 23, 1969, the Kiesinger Cabinet decided the best step

I / In May, Chancellor Kiesinger was reported to have said: "Nobody will
overtake us on the Right." (The New York Times, May 18, 1969).

2 / The New York Times, August 4, 1969.
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was to engage the National Democrats in the open debate, to take tre

problem to the polls, and let the electorate decide. This step was

taken, of course, in expectation of thrashing them soundly. 1 /

I / The Bulletin, a weekly survey of German affairs, April 29, 1969.
(The Kiesinger strategy apparently paid off. In any case, the

CDU and the SPD together polled 88.8 percent of the total vote,
and the liberal Free Democratic Party another 5.8 percent, leaving
only 5.4 percent for all other parties combined. The Washington
Post of September 29, 1969, referred to the NPD's 4.3 percent
as a rebuff by the German people to "the most serious attempt
at a revival of right-wing radicalism ever faced by the postwar
democracy.") -
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III. Sumrmary Analysis

The question which this paper poses - does the NPD merely reflect

the frustrations of a small, anachronistic element of German society,

or is it a significant current expression of a potentially dangerous

antiliberal tradition - has been placed in the context of the

continuing strain of antiliberalism in German history. This strain

was strongly established in the nineteenth century when liberalism

was forced to submit to the more authoritarian trends in German

society. Extremist movements of the Right continued the development

of antiliberalism after 1890. These movements were profoundly

influenced by the German Romantics, whose theory of the state "put

forward an organistic conception based on blood .and community, in

which the individual occupied a relatively minor role...they rejected

the Western liberal theory of the state based on a social contract,

in which the individual had natural rights preceding the state.

In economics, the German Romantics assailed the free-market economy

of capitalism as "soulless egotism" and urged the revival of the

medieval closed economy regulated in every detail by the community." 1_/

International Encyclopedia of the Social Sciences, v. 11, p. 48.
1 /
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The adherents of National Socialism took their cues from the century and

a half preceding them and carried to the extreme the concepts of

racism, nationalism, and authoritarianism.

Despite the apparent abolition or suppression of authoritarian

elements in German political life, the postwar period has not been

without its smatterings of rightist fervor. On first glance the

present exponent of the extreme Right - the National Democratic Party --

exhibits elements often similar to National Socialism. Much of the

leadership has records of Nazi activism; the Party displays ritualistic

discipline and order. There are overtones of folkism, radical

nationalism, antiliberalism and authoritarianism. But, to call it

neo-Nazi is to assume a new form of Nazism. This could be misleading.

Those elements similar to Nazism present in the NPD apparently owe

their existence mainly to an older, dying group of former Nazi Party

members educated and indoctrinated in the thirties. Possibly it is

only a matter of time before their influence dies away. Furthermore,

the Government itself has been reluctant to press claims of neo-Nazi

or antidemocratic activity in the courts because the evidence is thus

far too circumstantial. The Federal Republic's leaders are painfully

aware of the international political emharassment it would suffer were

National Democrats to sit in the Bundestag; political face would be.

lost. Latent fears in Eastern and Western Europe of resurgent German
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nationalism would be rekindled. There also exists a somewhat justified

fear that the Soviet Union would use resurgent German nationalism -- in

the form of NPD success - as a pretext for intervening in Germany.

Thus is is probably an oversimplification to ask whether the NPD

is "neo-Nazi", or to try linking it directly with formal Nazism.

There exist many disparate, fragmented rightist groups - diverse in

ideologies, origin, goals, motives, and style. Their individual

characteristics are as diverse as the right-wing movements of German

history. There are four hundred different parties, groups, associations

and sects; there are approximately one hundred and forty different

youth groups, roughly three hundred newspapers and periodicals, some

four hundred "nationalist" books published by one hundred different

publishing firms, all of which are led by some two thousand leaders

and activists. 1_/ . The NPD is the only truly national radical

Right organization. It is also the only group to have a political

voice of any significance. All of these share and reflect a common

history of radical extremism, infused with radical nationalism,

folkism, various forms of antiliberal and antidemocratic authoritarianism.

1 / Kurt P. Tauber, Beyond Eagle and Swastika, p. 982.



What, then, are the more accurate questions to ask about "neo-
Nazi" activity in Germany? The issue of neo-Nazism raises broader

questions about the nature of German society itself. Has it changed
sufficiently to cope with right-wing extremist movements? It would

appear that German society has undergone penetrating and far-reaching

changes in the family and military structure, in churches and

schools; in the judiciary and civil service. The public information
media are strong exponents of free speech. No frenzied political

protest activity dominates the scene. The Federal Republic appears
to have learned to cope with and contain economic cycles. There
are no millions of unemployed. In short, Bonn is not Weimar.

This democratic stability and the inability of the NPD to

supply leadership and cohesive strength have relegated the Party t._
a relatively non-influential political position. It functions instead
as a protest party. The NPD's vague platform leaves it enough

freedom to criticize the ruling coalition. At the same time there is
little danger that any major political party will steal its

political thunder by absorbing the NPD's major ideas. Furthermore, by
supporting issues like German reunification the appeal is broad

and runs little risk of becoming obsolete.

As a protest rather than an activist party, the NPD provides waning
socio-economic elements (small Protestant farmers, businessmen, artisans)
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with an outlet for their fears of encroaching industrial expansion.

It owes much for electoral successes (which are especially high in

small-town Protestant districts, and where military garrisons are

located) to those protesting the .policies of the Grand Coalition. It

also provides a political voice for the extreme nationalist forces

still very much alive -- though small -- in Germany. It is a catch-

all for the resentment of those who feel Germany to be a scapegoat for

those who would keep her weak and dependent.

The leaders of the Federal Republic have dealt cautiously thus

far with the NPD. Some say they have been too attentive to it and

contend that negative programs seldom succeed so long as the major

parties counter with positive ones. Thus the German Government has

recognized the importance of effective CDU and SPD leadership in

order to counter whatever appeal the NPD might have.

In sum, the Federal Republic has thus far exhibited extensive

evidence of political democratic stability. But doubts will continue

to hover in the wings for decades to come. Have the Germans really

developed a democratic political conscience? How strongly infused

into society has the democratic process become? Without DeGaulle,

Europeans are free to admit what they have always known: the Federal

Republic of Germany is the strongest country in Europe today. The
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future will surely place Germany in positions where she will have to

exercise this influence. How will she use it?

Whatever may prove to be the answer to this question, the results

of the September 28 election will offer positive reassurance to the

rest of Europe that Germany will not be following extremist policies

in the period immediately ahead. The NPD's failure to gain entry to

the Bundestag at this time is a setback for extreme nationalism in

Germany.

Lam


